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Welcome Blog

Last look back

These plain socks are the last of the items I’ve been
working on through Spring 2011.  Although I keep promising
myself I will knit some more adventurous socks, I always
get distracted by sock yarn that, to my eye at least, displays
best on a plain old sock.

This particular yarn is Fortissima by Schoeller & Stahl (75%
superwash wool/25% polyamide) which I bought at Les
Tricoteuses on a day trip to Holt, Norfolk.  When washed
this gives a slightly fuzzy fabric that will be nice to wear in
winter, but these are not year-round socks.  I think this yarn
would go into my ‘nice, but not superb’ category. 
(Colinette’s Jitterbug is superb, for example.)  

I used my go-to sock pattern - top-down, heel flap, fairly
standard toe - which I know fits me well.  On this occasion
for some reason I ended up fudging the toe with a three-
needle bind-off although I know I get a better finish with
grafting.  I think laziness got the better of me!
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In reading news, I finished “Miss Pym Disposes” and found
it a lovely book with the most understated murder which
doesn’t occur until very near to the end, giving you plenty of
time to bond with the characters before they are put under
strain.  I thoroughly recommend this book.

Now I am reading “Restoration” by Rose Tremain (partner
of Richard Holmes who wrote the Coleridge biographies).

Well, I am off to put in a couple more hours on Slope Rib
III.  I bought the buttons for this today so that when I start
on the fronts I can make sure I get the buttonholes right (a
big failing on the unsuccessful version of the cardigan). 
Yesterday’s photo was not great colourwise, but I think this
may be one of the many yarns that don’t photograph well. 
The colour is a turquoise twisted with a deep ink, but the
photos were too blue and in trying to correct that I ended up
making them too green!
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